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Monkey and Croc both live in the jungle but have never met, until one day when they are out

hunting for food...The bright, playful illustrations add another whimsical touch to this fun book. The

adventures of Monkey and Croc are just beginning.Ages 1-4
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I love Will Terry's art, it's not only kid friendly, but adult friendly as well. A simple tale of friendship,

similarities and differences. And dare I say it? Even a bit of tension, For an early effort, Terry's book

is far and away better than the offerings of most other ebooks, and very well placed within the

child's point of view. I would have actually given this a four stars because I know his other books to

be superior to this one, but I gave it five stars because it's far and away superior to much of what is

out there for ebook fare. (It looked wonderful in my Kindle!)

This book is a really easy read and would be good for young readers who need repetition as they're

learning to read.The kindle version is not laid out properly and should be redone to make it more



appealing to read. I don't think kids this book is designed for would be able to read it as well due to

the size of the text on the screen.

I liked the illustrations, colors and how simple, but nice is the story. I'm Will Terry fan! He is

amazing. In addition, my wife is teacher in a childcare and she loved it. This book have more

illustrations and dynamic than many other "books made it by big companies".

My 3 1/2 year old son enjoys these books. The illustrations are great, and the words on the pages

being minimal alloy me to adlib and make the books more interactive and different each time we

read them. Since we read them on my phone at bedtime, I can do things like make the phone

dance, wiggle, and move around to make the books lively and my son giggle.Thank you Mr. Terry!

Love Will Terry illustrations, the story was great!

Will Terry does it time and time again. He relates to the kids like no other author/illustrator. His

illustrations are simply the best!

This story is sweet. Perfect for young children just learning to listen, but really cute characters for

kids a little older (4ish) to enjoy looking at also.

I got this book for my four-year-old grandson to read on Kindle Fire. He loves monkeys and

crocodiles, so to find both characters in a book together was a delightful discovery! It is such a

simple read, yet he enjoyed it so much he had me read it to him several times, over and over.....
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